Dachstag: Shadow Work Groundhog Style: Are you afraid of your own shadow?
by Arijah Ankh Khalid-Zyn
I wasn't going to write anything special for this, because there are so may resources available already, but I figured throwing another on in the BoS wasn't going to hurt anything.
I've slated February 2nd as a date for the last day of shadow work before the Spring work, because it is groundhog day here in the US, and we have a weird and wonky little tradition here about a groundhog seeing its own shadow. 
It comes from our Pennsylvania Dutch ancestors. If a groundhog (in this case, Punxsutawney Phil) comes out of its hole and sees its own shadow due to a nice day, it will run back into its hole  and winter will go on for six more weeks. If it does not see its shadow because of cloudiness, spring will arrive early. There are quite a few little fluffy shadow casters in various places, all with their own lodges and services as well as little local traditions and quirks. All to add to the merriment I guess.
Technically, this tradition has to do with any hibernating animal, but went from badger to groundhog, and here we have it.
I thought it would be fun to add shadow work to the mix, you know, riding along with this fun little tradition. It seemed like good timing, especially considering it be smack in the middle of our preparations for annual seed work.
So, are you afraid of your own shadow?
Our ZOON working tugged at the question, and played those heart strings like an instrument. 
What has happened over the courses of our majiks? Have we manifested what we want and need? Are there weaknesses? Are we being honest with our desires vs. others expectations? 
Careful and powerful contemplations and meditations revealed to us the truth, and into the New Moon water, all of the intentions and truths went. This water, then stands witness from New Moon  to Full...watching our actions, absorbing the energies afoot from within us, and empowering itself further of what we need. On the Full Moon, we take that water to sprinkle over a seed. This seed is representative of our sincere focus, need and desire, and is cared for until it's large enough to be planted in the garden. 
Dachstag is perfect for an "in-between" shadow work: an extra meditation and contemplation on the big things that have transpired since the ZOON working...because after all, it is a big working, and transformations can make big impacts during it's process.
Emotions can surface, forcing the "mirror" on us, where we need to take a closer look. Unwindings and untyings of situations may start occurring, making clear the way for our desired manifestations to take effect...especially if we were truly open to the working and within our heartfelt truth. 
It's a rough time. The full scope of the animal within us, the need, the survival aspects, the desires...all well up in us during this time. It is the inner animal that fights or flights. Recognition is the key to understanding, and focus and direction ignite the change. It becomes a balancing act, and a formulation. A "were" if you will to ones wolf. 
The shadow work brings to light all of those things in which we bury deep. The 7 deadlys, or those human traits that when under duress or repressed, grow and become a hindrance, or take hold of our emotions and mind to the point that we can easily fall prey to our own shadows.
It happens to everyone tough, you know. We have to maintain control, follow guidelines, push down emotion, shake hands, smile and wave...all the while, ignoring what we truly want, need, and desire...most often for someone else's comforts.        
In doing so, the beast becomes more angry, more needy, more hungry. 
It is in this recognition of our inner beastie, our "Zoon", that these truths come to light. have they become strengths? Showing us abilities that we need and desire to live a good life? or have they become banes, tugging at us every day...in our actions, our habits, and our dreams? 
Do we have everything that we need? Are we safe, sheltered and well fed? 
I recently did work with Maslow's hierarchy of need, because there were bits of confusion, and I wasn't quite sure what I was missing. By reflecting on Maslow's pyramid, I was able to identify where i was on the things, and that helped me see that i was indeed missing some very key things that I needed to fulfill in order to progress. 
Sometimes, we just don't know. We can do the meditations and carefully consider, but sometimes it may take a little something extra. In my case, it was my therapist who recommended taking a look at it, and damn if it didn't work. 
If you find yourself a little stuck, give it a look-see, and see if it can help you.
Some years ago, I was having a bit of trouble identifying some unwanted energies that seemed to be lurking around my home. An insightful friend said "Maybe you can't see the forest through the trees. have you tried going across the road and looking at the area from outside of your bubble?"
I followed that suggestion and could clearly see what was going on, and that helped me to make needed adjustments.
The meditations and contemplations along with majikal intentions, focus and implementation is supposed to do that, but sometimes, we do have to "walk across the road" and look at things from a different perspective. 
Are you afraid of what you might see? That's a big one, and reason most shy away from doing any in-depth shadow work. Sure, there are workings you can do that touch the shadow, and those are helpful and well and good, however, when you just "touch" the shadow, you really are poking your inner beastie with a stick. Most people don't want to get that close. They're afraid of waking up something that's sleeping within them, or bringing to light something they are repressing for the sake of another. Perhaps you wanted to be a musician, but somebody told you "it don't pay the bills!" and you went into accounting instead. Well, your rock and roll beastie aint gonna be happy with that. Yeah, its repressed. yes, the beastie grows, and one day...it'll snap. 
Shadow work gives us insight into the forgotten and darkened realms, where we hold the pain in the muscles, in the memory, and in bad habits and survival mechanisms. These become issues as we move about our lives, creating resentment, and triggering fight or flight, anger outbreaks, and nightmares.       
It can be the cause of why we can't move forward, find ourselves fearful of change, stuck in bad relationships and any other thing that we come to the majik, the psychologist, the therapist, the priest or our friends to help us solve. It's more than just "getting it together" because until you see where the pieces are, how can you put anything together? It's more than just "getting over it" because how do you stop tripping over what you can't see?
On this day, we honor the shadow. That daemon does not seek to hurt or maim us, but to show us what is missing. It teaches us, and when we refuse to hear, or see our inner most truth,  it goes full-on were-beast. 
We are purely human, with all of our needs, desires and whims...as we embark on adventure every day. Where the light is, the shadow is. Reflection, not condemnation. Understanding, not evil. 
Who's afraid of the big bad wolf? or with this being Dachstag and all, the big...bad....groundhog? :D
A shadow work is a process. It's not really something you can accomplish in one sitting. It's a long term commitment to self. A mirror work, reflective and powerful. A love spell, from yourself to yourself. 
Some suggestions of light Shadow Work to do on this day: 
Meditate, and let your inner beastie show you the truth. 
Make art and let your heart show you what you need through paints, pixels or crafts.
Write a poem, and let the words flow, in rhythm and rhyme -to vibrate you into manifestation.  
It is serious stuff, but having fun with it does have its own rewards. On a lighter note, some other fun things to do this evening after your shadow work is maybe watch a cryptid horror, like Zombeavers, or An American Werewolf in London, or Goatman?
Dress up like your inner beastie or familiar, and run around like a fool. 
Like a raven Caw-caw at your friends, like a bear growl when your angry, like a wolf howl at the fucking moon. I dunno, do you, but be safe, have fun, and let yourself be yourself.
As always, I hope this writing finds you well, and if you need me, just message. 
Sincerely,
 Arijah Ankh Khalid-Zyn
"Mama Raven"
 
 
   




